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As a part of our CasebookPlus offering, you'll receive a new print book along with lifetime digital

access to the downloadable eBook. In addition, you'll receive 12-month online access to the

Learning Library which includes quizzes tied specifically to your book, an outline starter and three

leading study aids in that subject and the GilbertÂ® Law Dictionary. The included study aids are

Mergers and Acquisitions, (Concepts and Insights Series), Mergers and Acquisitions in a Nutshell

and Corporate Law, (Concepts and Insights Series).  This casebook embodies the conviction that

theoretical and practical legal education are complementary and no more so than in the setting of

M&A transactions, where corporate lawyers are regularly called upon to draw on their substantive

knowledge of the law to advise clients on how best to effectuate their business objectives.

Accordingly, this book retains the most significant judicial decisions in M&A jurisprudence while also

making heavy use of textual explication, sample documentary provisions, and the latest teaching

methods to deepen studentsâ€™ understanding of the relevant case law and prepare them for

practice.The authors employ three principal pedagogical methods:Questions help students focus on

information in the cases that is most relevant to the principles underlying specific topic

areas.Problems hone studentsâ€™ abilities to interpret and apply the material to novel situations

similar to those they might be asked to analyze in practice.Skills exercises provide time-efficient

transactional skills training to students in the context of M&A.Additionally, this title is accompanied

by online self-assessment quizzes, tied to the text, that help you gauge your understanding of the

material.
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A well-written new book that contains ample explanatory material and exercises alongside the core

M&A cases. Using a Ã¢Â€Âœtransactional approach,Ã¢Â€Â• the authors do a great job of touching

on all the key ways in which lawyers add value throughout the lifecycle of an M&A deal. To this end,

the focus is as much on the legal doctrines that come into play in M&A deal litigation as it is on the

practices that enable lawyers to structure deals and draft agreements reflecting their clientsÃ¢Â€Â™

goals. In addition to the hands-on exercises, students are sure to like the Ã¢Â€Âœpractice

pointersÃ¢Â€Â• and Ã¢Â€Âœfood for thoughtÃ¢Â€Â• bubbles interspersed throughout the text. The

exposition is tight and the coverage is comprehensive, which is all the more impressive given that

the book weighs in at a very manageable length for a one semester course.
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